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1. Student

1.1 Added Census Dates to Tables

**Areas Affected:**
- Universe(s): EDW-STU Pre-Registration and Registration
- Table(s): T_AC_TIME  
  T_RS_TIME

**Case Number:**
- 20080331_121
- 20080331_331
- 20080314_47
- 20080326_381

**Date Implemented:** April 3, 2008

**Description:** Decision Support added new dates to census date tables. The addition maintains appropriate timing of the Registration and Application Census data collection.

1.2 Added UIC Registration & Application Census Dates to Tables

**Areas Affected:**
- Universe(s): EDW-STU Pre-Registration and Registration
- Table(s): T_AC_TIME  
  T_RS_TIME

**Case Number:** 20080403_215

**Date Implemented:** April 24, 2008

**Description:** Decision Support added UIC Registration and Application Census data to tables to cover Academic Year 2008-2009. Thirty-three new rows have been added to T_RS_TIME and nine new rows have been added to T_AC_TIME for the UIC campus and global campus.
2. HR/Payroll

2.1 Added Supervisor Information to Universe and Data Warehouse

Areas Affected:

Universe(s): EDW-HR Position/Job Hierarchy

Case Number: 20071030_277

Date Implemented: April 3, 2008

Description: Decision Support added supervisor information to the Position Job Hierarchy (PJH) Universe. The addition of this information allows users to track which employees work for a particular supervisor. The supervisor information will only be available if it is maintained in NBAJOBS on the Miscellaneous tabs.
3. Finance

3.1 Added Fields to Accounts Receivables Tables and Related Universe

Areas Affected:
  Universe(s): EDW-FIN Accounts Receivables

Case Number: 20080111_723

Date Implemented: April 24, 2008

Description: Decision Support will add columns into the Accounts Receivable tables in the data warehouse sourced from Banner. The addition will be used for reporting by OBFS USFSCO report writers. Furthermore, there are new reports which will include these fields with the new cashiering system.

3.2 Changed/Added Customer Data in Accounts Receivable Universe

Areas Affected:
  Universe(s): EDW-FIN Accounts Receivables

Case Number: 20080207_324

Date Implemented: April 24, 2008

Description: Decision Support changed/added the Accounts Receivable customer data in the data warehouse. The addition will assist users in reporting by placing customers’ last name, first name and middle initial in separate columns.